ART OF THE AIRPORT TOWER

EXHIBITION SPECIFICATIONS

CONTENT

50 large-format framed photographs, 50 text labels to accompany each photograph describing the airport history and/or tower description.

6 text panels/essays: title panel, introduction, air traffic controllers, airport codes, artist statement, and historical overview. Exhibit contents covered by Smithsonian insurance.

SUPPLEMENTS

Educational Material developed by NASM Education Department, Exhibition poster design, exhibition script, sample press release, images for press, *Art of the Airport Tower* book publication (Smithsonian Press 2015) and order information.

The National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) will contribute a donation towards local public programs with a subject matter expert from within the NATCA organization. NATCA’s gift includes the speaker’s travel expenses.

PARTICIPATION FEE

Rate for Smithsonian Affiliates: $6,000.00 for 12-week booking period, venue is responsible for outgoing shipping.

Rate for non-Smithsonian Affiliates: $6,500.00 for 12-week booking period, venue is responsible for outgoing shipping.

Size/Weight/Crates: To be Determined

Security: Moderate/High

CONTACT/SCHEDULING

National Air and Space Museum:

Carolyn Russo (Telephone) 202-633-2389 (E-mail) russoc@si.edu

Smithsonian Affiliations:

Christina DiMeglio – Lopez (Telephone) 202-633-5303 (E-mail)